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 What's the difference in the LMA update and the LMA on the pc? Reply. * Defending is the original version where there is a
one vs one duel. * Free play - where players can set up a team of 3, play a 4v4 game and then return to the setup screen. *

Custom Draft - teams can play against one another in custom draft to define who plays who. * Series - all the previous play
modes of defender, free play, custom draft and series can be played back to back. * League - all the previous play modes of

defender, free play, custom draft and series can be played in league mode, meaning that a random pool of players is chosen. *
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Knockout - a single elimination competition can be played, where the 3rd, 4th and 5th placed teams from the last league are
eliminated. Then the winner of the Knockout plays against the 2nd placed team in a cup final. * Training - you can practice to
gain a football team that can go up against the player that you have set. Training is done by playing against yourself, and the

results can be analysed at the end. * Import - you can import your own manager and players into the game. * Statistics - all the
players stats and achievements are displayed in your game, you can check out your opponents, how they are performing, what
their pass, shot and tackle accuracy is like. * Gamepad - you can use a gamepad for your game, with the keyboard and mouse
acting as controls. The gamepad is based on the playstation LMA, although the aiming is done using an analog stick, and the

gamepad supports a select button, start button, analogue stick and joystick. * Rankings - you can compare your performance to
the whole league as well as your own personal best. * Experience - experience is gained for different actions in the game, such
as shoot or pass. The amount of experience gained is based on difficulty. * Experience Points - experience points can be spent

on items for your squad. * Custom Squad - you can now make your own squad and edit players out of the squad. * League
Roster - you can save your league roster, and it can be loaded in the game. * Preview Roster - you can get to see your next

selection of players and their abilities in the squad. * 520fdb1ae7
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